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About This Game

This is an engrossing educational game with vivid EGA/VGA graphics and support for Adlib and Sound Blaster. Using the Duke
Nukem graphical system, Word Rescue has state-of-the-art dual-screen scrolling graphics similar to what's seen on the Super

Nintendo and Sega Genesis home gaming systems. Even "grown-ups" will like Word Rescue!

Play as either a girl or a boy. Visit amazing locations on your word-finding adventure, as you hunt for missing words. Dark
caves, rocky cliffs, deserts, happy towns, haunted houses, funny factories and creepy dungeons are just some of the places you'll

explore.

Features

Progress Through Play: Educational software that's fun to play and designed for a range of players of all ages!

A World of Words: Three unique multi-level adventures, with 330 words to rescue.

Everybody's Included: Choose whether to play a girl or a boy character.

Comprehensive Learning: Learn reading, spelling, word meanings, and logic-solving.

Save Your Progress: Save and restore your progress and use the built-in help and high score list.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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A bit short, but a must have for horror fans! I liked it and only for 0.99. This an extremely well crafted and long route, with
highlights to me being extremely well done naturally looking forestation and the fine detail in overhead wiring, signaling and
stations. On the downside, I find the traffic while busy, monotonous: I think this route deserves a richer selection and variety of
stock to see and drive. Another minor downside for me is that the current set of career scenarios are a bit devoid of action
(boring) - which maybe is induced just due to the length of this route - and perhaps a touch of ADHD on my part. But at least
these scenarios are not long because of driving 20mph..

So despite a couple of drawbacks, highly recommendeded - it's a very high quality route and top 5 material.. A surprisingly
tactical little arena shooter. Your ship will automatically turn to face your opponent (manual aiming is possible with right stick),
which makes matches more about positioning and prediction than twitch skills. Great party game, but probably not worth it for
the single player.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6xD89EImr2I. simple platformer like others. Very clever experience mixing various
media such as film, mini games, animated segments and live interviews. I visited the Czech Republic on vacation earlier this
year and learned a lot about the Czech people and their experience during the war.- including some of the events in this game
(even visited Terezin). I had this in my Steam Library and had no idea it was Czech! I somehow connecetd the dots. Really
enjoyed it.. The idea behind this is brilliant, but as for the process itself, it's barely a game. You don't need to do anything except
for clicking! There's no motivation to dig in and actually think. No adventure game vibe, the story is flat, I didn't enjoy it.. not
bad game. Game has improved during it's years. It has become competitive and balanced, very fun to play with.
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I'm a fan of this DLC.

I spend most of my flightsimming time shooting instrument approaches or bouncing in the pattern at my local municipal airport,
and this DLC is great for low-altitude flyers like me. By replacing the unremarkable stock trees with a more attractive
alternative, this add-on improves the overall flightsimming experience.

Oh, and it didn't hit my framerates at all. Natural Tree Environment X is a winner.. It's a buggy mess in its current state.

Had an itch for a good collectathon platformer game after seeing some vids on Yooka Laylee, bought this because it fit the bill.
Unfortunately, it's in rough shape at the current time. The dev is pretty active about fixing issues that people report, and that's
good on him. However, The sheer number of bugs and issues in the game is staggering. I've reported quite a few myself, but
every time I open the game I find more and more.

Let's talk about the gameplay, as bugs can be fixed. You've got a pretty standard collectathon platformer here. There's lots of
different objects to find in the levels, with varying levels of difficulty required to collect them. It's all pretty standard, there's
nothing that I've seen that introduces anything new to the genre. Combat feels pretty fluid, you'll be weaving in and out of battle
with the various creatures. You'll often times find yourself getting hit without much warning though, which can be frustrating.
The platforming is hit or miss. Vertical climbing feels the most challenging, you can clip on the edge of platforms and have to
repeat jumps often. Precision jumps to specific points, such as a pole, are difficult at times as well. The level design is alright,
there's decent variation in how the levels are arranged. There's a lot of reused assets for every theme (ice, fire, etc) world
though.

The music for the game is probably my favorite part, he did a very good job with the sound track.

Even ignoring the bugs, it's a very generic platformer. You can find better, or wait for Yooka Laylee.

. I realize this game is a decade old, unfortunately the movement AI behaves worse than games twice that old. No unit
clustering, no width detection for paths that are blocked by debris, no 'unjamming' for 'traffic jams'. Controls are awkward and
gameplay is simplistic at best. Might be worth it if it's under a dollar, but I'd still recommend going and playing some random
flash games made by 15 year olds over this.. This is basically awful.. Very fun but kinda short. Buy it on sale.. I really like story
driven games and to simply put it there is no better game out there than Achievement Clicker. After a few hours of playing I
didn't even realize I had a life and the only thing I wanted to do is continue with the immerse storyline. Please only try this game
at your own risk as it will suck you in to a unique world and it won't let you go.

Buy it now.. I saw this game on reddit, and I was intrigued so I decided to buy it. Definitely worth it, the gameplay is very solid
and the game overall feels very polished. I really recommend it.. MUSIC IS MADE OF DREAMS.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. my pc can't handle this game. So i just finished the game and i still have goosebumps after
the credits. I waited in such anticipation for this game, and i was not dissapointed at all. This game was as good as i hoped and
even better. The game never takes itself seriously and is always memeing something in some shape or form even if you don't
realize it. The humor of this game is on so many layers of irony, like an ogre; only its aa cyan and magenta ogre that is
constantly vaping pixels. Ｔｈｅ ｇｏｏｄ ｓｔｕｆｆ！
The soundtrack is really really good, there are only high quality vaporwave tracks in this game, no " 80s pop songs at half speed
= vaporwave" or "lofi hip hop = vaporwave" lies, only vaporwave tracks so pure, you can taste the Ｆｉｊｉ ｗａｔｅｒ. The visuals
are amazing, i cannot explain how much i love the visuals of this game, the textures are a glitchy mess but in a really good
aesthic way. Its beautiful in a very unique and weird way. My favorite thing to do in the game is just walk around and take in the
visuals and listen to the music and just relax. I usually find collecting games boring, but not Broken Reality, i never found
myself bored. I collected everything just because i wanted to see all the visuals and secrets.
Also, the devs are really really nice, they were super quick to help with any issues on launch day. <3
Overall, i recommend this game STRONGLY to anybody who enjoys the ｖａｐｏｒｗａｖｅ ｌｉｆｅｓｔｙｌｅ, as there is alot of quality
vapor in here.
Ｓｅｅ ｙｏｕ ｉｎ ｔｈｅ ｖｉｒｔｕａｌ ｐｌａｚａ， ｕｓｅｒ！
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